Unwind, Dine and Recline with the Ultimate Inclusions meal plan at
Kandolhu!
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Tucked away in Ari atoll, Kandolhu is a 5-Star luxury boutique resort with just 30 contemporary villas that
not only boasts the highest restaurant to villas ratio with 5 different à la carte restaurants, but also offers a
comprehensive all-inclusive meal plan for guests wanting to experience next level indulgence.

When booking the resort’s popular Ultimate Inclusions meal plan guests can indulge in a variety of dining
experiences ranging from international and local specialties at The Market, modern Mediterranean takes at
the Olive, or partake in a teppanyaki experience at Banzai, complete with a culinary performance. They can
enjoy the Maldivian flavours at the Sea Grill with freshly caught seafood and prime cuts of meat expertly
combined with our eclectic selection of 30 different wines, or opt for a light lunch at Ata Roa, where our
tacos and ceviches are prepared to perfection, coupled with sea breeze and a feel good vibe.

With our wine selection, guests can enjoy a glass or two at any of our dining outlets or have their pick from
30 different wines from their in-villa wine cellars. For an evening of fun, guests can drop by the Vilu Bar
where our mixologists will whip up a drink based on their preferences. Additionally, to unwind guests can
book any of the treatments at our world class Varu spa and get 10% off. The package also offers guests an
option of a private snorkelling tour around the vibrant house-reef of Kandolhu or one Champagne + Canapé
Sunset cruise.
Experience the truest form of luxury on the Ultimate Inclusions package at Kandolhu!
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Note to Editors:
A member of the Small Luxury Hotels, Kandolhu presents the brilliance of authentic hospitality paired with
raw luxury and intuitive service. Fringed by a house reef offering endless underwater adventures and a
plethora of dining options, this tiny island makes for that perfect haven.
Kandolhu Maldives - Intimate luxury, genuine people.
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